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FOREWORD

On February 5, 1971, New York State Learning Laboratory Specialists
:ind members ri the Bureau of bast,: Continuing Education me, to develop
ar0 enhance existing Adult Basic Education learning labora:3ries. At

this meeting, various functions of the learning laborLtor!es were identi-
fied. Each Learning Laboratory Specialist assu!..cd the responsibility
of describing his or her own instructional operation.

The descriptions that follow ...ere prepared by the Learning Laboratory
Specialises and show the diverse patterns of operation. Each learning
labbratory has evolved an organization particularly suited to its adult
stLdents and staff.

Genuine appreciation lc exptessed to the Lab Specialists, not only
for preparing the :qaterial, but .`or their sinzere and successful efforts
to serve the students of the New York State Adult EASiC Education Program.

Burenu of Basic Continuing Education, THE STATE EDUCATI;li DEPARFMENT
Albany, New York 12224
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ALBANY
Albany Loarnlug Center

.1,..pptag Plaza

Albany, Nrw York 12202
Tele: 518 4(0-204

Lab_qpeeiAlist -

Rose Norio Lamorella
Pro.gram Coordinator -

Garrctt Nurphy

BINGHAMTON
Bir6hamton MDT Center
87 Cheungo Street
Binghamton, New York 13905
Tele: RA3 -9465

Lob Specialist -
Mrs. Patricia Moore

MDT Coordinator -
George Orancheck

BUFFALO
Buffalo Adult Center

Lab Specialist -

Philip Riforgiato
Program Coordinator -

Jerome Yavno
City Hall, Pnom 816
Butfalo, New York 142GB
Tele: 716 842-2378

NEW YORK SLATE ADULF LEARNING CEATERS

NIAGARA FALLS
Whitney Avenue Adult Center.
Whitney Avenue
Niagara Falls, Now York

Lab Specialist -
Harry Kargatis

Program Coordinator -
Mr, Gerardo Franciosa
Board of Education
607 Walnut Avenue
Niagara Falls, New ':ork 14301
Tele: 716 BUS -525'. Ext 225

SCHENECTADY
Washinron Ining Fduc, Center
418 Mumford Street
Schenectady, New York 12307
Tele: 51B 374-4479

Lob Cpecialists -
John PeSimony

Ms, Frances Loeffler
Progrol :oordiAator -

Edwin Agrcsta

SYRACUSE
Washington Irving Adult Center
644 Mad!.son Street
Syracuse, New York 13210
Tele: 315 478 -5603

Lab Specialist -
Joseph Gangemi

pussAELCoordinator
William Jacques



scArE ADM' LEARNING CENTERS

1AGARA FALLS

Atney Avenue Adult Center
)itney Avenue
tagara Falls, New York

Specialist -

Harry Kargatis
dram Coordinator -

Mr. Gerarda FrancioGa

Board of Education
607 Walnut Avenue
Niagara Falls, New York 14301
Tele: 716 BU5-5251 Ext 225

'21ENECTADY

vshington Irving Educ. Ce,,ter
18 Mumford Street
.:henectady, New York 12307
ale: 51E 374-4479

ih Specialists -
John DeSimony

M3. Frances Loeffler
roweam Coordinator -

Edwin Agresta

'MAME
ashinglon Irving Adult Center
44 Madison Street
vracuse, New York 13210
ale: 315 478-5603

Ab Specialist -
Joseph Gangemi

r o -

William Jacques

WHITE PLAINS
Rochambeau Comprehensive Adult

Center
Fisher Avenue
White Plafns, New York 10606
Tele: WHS- 3440 Ext 28

Lab §22sialist -
`Mrs. Helen Guiliano

Program Coordinator
Elliot Lethbridge

UTICA
Utica 11DT Center

366 Columbia Street
Utica, New York 13502
Tele: 315 732-81112

7'2-2915

Lab Specialist
Mrs. Shirley Skahan

MDT Director -
Sherman Mears

ABE Program Coordinator -

Donald Montano

YONKERS
Yonkers Comrunity Education

Center
1 Highland Avenue
Yonkers, New York 10705
rele: 914 963-4912

Lab Specialist -
Mrs. Sally Perr

Program 122ordinator -
Mrs. Joan O'Gorman



NEW YORK STATE ADVLT LEARNING CENTERS

IN

NEW YORK CITY

TIIIE III

Arthur Avenue Adult Center
1910 Arthur Avenue
Bronx, New York

Lab Administrator -

Len Ptaschnik

Protect Director -
Mrs, Doris Moss
130 Clinton Street
Brooklyn, New York
Tele: 212 596-7557

MDI
Harler Teams for Self Help
179 West 137th Street
New York, New York 212 368-2400

Lab Specialist -
Ms. Jackie Hunter
Ms. Rose AcDoN.ell

MIELaEit-'cLpireciS.1.-
EugeDe Commander
rele: 368-2400

WIN

Forsythe Adult Center
19E Forsyth Street
New Yoc;,, New York

Lab Specialist -
Mrs. Judith Foxe

WLA

P,S, 47 Adult Center
48C Pacific Street
Brooklyn, New York

Lab Specialist -
Jay Ja:obs

Project Director -
Mrs. Gladys Alesi
Board of Education
110 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, New York
Tele: 212 875-2336



Orientation Diagnostic Testing

Lab orientation is done by
explaining to the students the
nature of the Lab, its mate-
rials, and the type of program
individualized to his needs.
The use of the folder is fully
explained. The type of help
available to the student is
also explained at this time so
that confusion is avoided.
Everything possible is done to
make the student feel welcome
in the learning situation.

Diagnostic testing is done
in reading, math and English.
Skills and concepts are tested
through commerzial, teacher-
made, and in-book tests and
evaluations.

Although diagnostic testing
is most often done with lab
students, the lab specialist
is sometimes called upon to
diagnose problems of a class-
room student in order to aid
the teacher in isolating a
particular problem arca.

Progress testing is done
periodically to indicate

achievement. Thiu type of
evaluation indicates up-grading
of materials, schedule re-
vision, teinforcement areas,
and new problem areas to be
worked on particularly for Lab
students.

The Lab also acts as a
testing conter of the school
for all beginning students.
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rALBANY LEARNING CENTER

iagnostic Testing Prescription/Placement in gaterials

agnostic testing is done
ading, math and English.
s and concepts are tested
igh coomercial, teacher-
and in-book tests and

cations.

though diagnostic testing
,st often done with lab
nts, the lab specialist
qiletimes called upon to

ose problems of a class-
student in order to aid
eacher in isolating a
cular problem area.

ogress testing is done
<Really to indicate
vement. This type of
ation indicates up-grading
terials, schedule re-
n, tetnforcement ereas,
ew problem areas to be
d on particularly for Lab
nts.

e Lab also acts as a
ng conter of the school
11 beginning students.

Initial placement is based on test diagnosis
and teacher-student interview. Grade level is
used as rough indicator of book level placement
with specific errors indicating types of mate-
rials used. Several materials are assigned to
eliminate boredom and insure the mastering of
concepts. Interest, levels, and speed of
mastering concepts are taken into consideration.
Change of prescription is done on the basis of
retesting and evaluation.

1



211`i ER

Devolopment of Skills

Basic Engiish is taught through a programmed or
self-directed approach beginning with parts of speech
and ending with good usage.

Science and Sochi Studies.

Vocabulary is introduced ai the upper level.

Special subjects on a short term basis include a
Black History filmstrip peckage, nurses Aide, math
and vocabulary, and "special test" prep ration for
Civil Service and Police Department.
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1 ALfit'.NY LLARNINr; CENTER

RLmediation of Specific Skills Deficiencies

or

of speech
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MATH

Those students who levels fall between tvo classes are
often referred to the lab to quickly prepare them for the
next level.

Students who have shorn little class progress enter the lab

j

for a change in teaching patterns.

L4b students can have:

1. Computational errors
2. A deficiency in working with word problems
3. Gap between comutatio3a1 score and solving word

problems score or vice-versa

OTHER - Basic English

Those students whose levels fall between two classes are
often referred to the lab to onickly prepare then for the
next level.

Students who have shown little class progress enter the lab
for a change io teaching patterns.

Lab students can have:

1. Gaps in English skills
2. English usage skills for a particular class

9



Development of Skills

Developmental reading frog levels 3-8. High School
Equivalency skills are also taught for students on
that. level.

Reading instruction includes helping the student
learn both vocabulary and rending comprehension
skills.

1-3 level students are given special help when
!i they are schedillod into the lab. A limited number

! of these students are scheduled in at any given rime
due to the intense Nature of instruction necessary.

0
problems are also helped.

Foreign born ABE students with pronunciation

ilMATH

V.

Math skills are taught sequentially from the con-
cept of numbers ,Ilrorgh algebraic reasoning,
geometry and trigonometry.

Ir

Problem solving is introduced on a beginning
.c. 't1 and carried through the entire sequence of

si,!Ilp.
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ALBANY LEARNING CENTER

Re-.diction of Specific Skills Deficiencies
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READING

Those students whose levels fall between two classes are
often referred to the lab to quickly prepare them for the
next level.

Students who have shown little class progress enter the
lab for a change in teaching patterns.

Lab students can have:

1. Speed problems
2. Vide splits between reading, comprehension and

vocabulary

(Vocabulary 10
Reading 6.0

or

Vocabulary 7.1

Reading 9.2

3. Phonics problems
4. Pronunciation problems
S. Listening skills problems
6. Comprehension deficiencies within a given level

11
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Evaluation
Correlation with

Classroom Activities

Student folders are evalu-
ated on a weekly basis to renew
prescription,

Evaluation of lab staff is
done by die Lab Specialist and
Instructional Supervisor.

12
4

The Lab Specialist acts as a
consultant for the classroom
teacher by diagnosing special
problems in reading and math.

A student may be referred to
the lab to work on a special
problem fo7 part of a class period
a few days a week. Such hard-
ware as reading machines, tape
recorders, video tape recorders
and sigh-..-sound projectors are

used in this way also.

Any equipment can be loaned to
the classroom teacher for utili-
zation when requested.
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correlation with
Classroom Activities

ALBANY LEARNING CENTER

le Lab Specialist acts as a
iltant for the classroom
Ter by diagnosing special
lens in reading and math.

student may be referred to
lab to work on a special
tem for part of a class period
c days a weak, Such hard-

I as reading machines, tape
irders, video tape recorders
:siett-sound projectors are
in this way also.

my equipment can be loaned to
classroom teacher for utili-
.01% when requested.

Scheduling

Initial scheduling is generally done by
the guidance personnel.

Progress on tests can indicate a move for
the student from Lab to classroom or class-
room to Lab.

Classroom teachers and the Lab Specialist
can make arrangements to move a student to
the Lab with the consent of the Supervisor of
Instruction.

.1
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Number of Students
& Staff

Training of Teachers, Para-
Professionals, Other Lab Specialists

One aide and an associato
teacher work -ith the Lab
Specialist ft affective

usage of Lab facilities for
10-20 students per class
period.

Time is allotted for
paper work and evaluation of
new materiels.

14

Training takes place often. Training
sessions usually last six hours a day for
five or more days for each specialist.

Teachers are trained to individualize
Instruction and evaluate materials in
similar training sessions.

The Lab Specialist is available for
consultation when questions arise.
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of Teachers, Fara-
ls, Other Lab Specialists Other Functions
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Orientation Diagnostic Testing

Each new student is given
a report o2 his scores and the
scores necessary for the train-
ing program he plans to enter.
His areas of weakness, and steps
to overcome these weaknesses
are discussed briefly with the
lab specialist.

Oriemation to lab equip-
ment, materiels, and procedures
is done by the classroom
teachers and the aides.

1E;

Upon entering the program,
students are given the Iowa Test
of Basic Skills. The reading
specialist prepares an item
analysts of the student's errors
for the teacher. A remediatlon
program is set up for students
who have narked deficiencies in
the different reading skills
areas.

Other tests used in the lab
are:

Controlled Reading
Efficiency Checks,

Word Clues Test, and the
Buffalo Informal Reading

Inventory.

The Reading Eye Camera is also
available.

R.

R.

r,

t.

S.

St
Cc
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BUFFALO LFAIZN1NG LABORATORY

ostic Testing

qtering the program,
are given the Iowa Test
'kills. The reading
c prepares an item

the student's errors
acher. A remediation

; set up for students
larked deficiencies in
ent readilg skills

rests used in the lab

rolled Readin
-fficiency Checks,
1 Clues Test, and the
alo Informal Readin
nventory.

ding Eye Camera is also

Prescription/Placement to `latertals

Placement in Learning 100 is based on the
student's performance on the Buffalo Informal
Reading Inventory taken from the Controlled
Reader books. The inventory consists of word
recognition lists and reading comprehension
tests for the different Learning 100 levels.
Students are placed at their instructional
level.

Placement in Reading 300 is based on the
student's score on the Word Clues Test and the
Controlled Reading Efficiency Checks.

17
7



Development of Skills

READING

Students work in cluster groups in the Learning
100 Program, Cycles are followed according to the
EDL Instructor's Kanual. Students also work in the
programmed reading kits available.

In the Reading 300 Program, a cycle was designee:
by tl-le Lab Speciedst, the program dicoctor, and the
GED lab teacher stressing study skills and Controlled
Reading.

Students work independently.

.16
11
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BUFFALO LEARNING LABORATORY

Renedistion of Specific Skills Deficiencies

READING

MUM- Iwo 45 minute periods are set aside each day for remedial
) the reading, Students are recommended for remedial work by the
in the reading specialist, the classroom teaccer, or the lab

specialist. An individualized program of remediation is set
up for the student to strengthen his reading deficiencies.

signed
and r--.1

trolled
Materials used include: the Study Skills Library, Listen

tapes, AJcl-X lessons, Flash-X, Reading for Understanding,
Reading Attainment Systr.m, Honor Teaching Programs, Modern
Consumer Education, the Why Work Series, and the Min-Max
Teaching Machines.



Students keep a record of
their work on an activity sheet.

Students are tested every
200 hours on the Iowa Test,

20

Correlation with
Classroo.-, Activities

Reading skills presen. d in the
learning lab are reinforced through
extended activities in the class-
room.

Extended activities include:
group discussions, Barnell-Loft
Specific Skills Series, Reading for
Meaning, Be a Better Reader, New
Practice Readers, and teacher pre-
pared worksheets.

12

1

2
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---1BUFFALO LEARNING LABORATORY

Ition with
Activities Scheduling

Is presented in the
reinforced through

1.ies in the class-

ns, Barnell-Loft
Series, %eading for
ltter Reader, New

and teacher pre-

A.M. SESSION
8:45 - Remedial Miller's
9:30 ABE Dhondt Homeroom

9:30 -
10:30

10.10 -
10:45

Rothstein
Dozoretz

Miller
Echol's

Homeroom

BREAK BREAK

10:45 - Javors Miller
11:45 Dhondt Cherry's

Bushoor Homeroom

12:30

P.M. SESSION
Remedial Miller's

1:15 ABE Dhondt Homeroom

1:15 - Rothstein Miller
2:15 Dozoretz Echol's

Bushorr Homeroom

2:30 BREAK BREAK
2:15 -

2:30 - Bushorr Hiller

3:30 Javors Cherry's
Dhondt Homeroom
Friedberg

a



Nuilber of Students Training of Teachers, P8t3-
Professionals. Other Lab .specialists& Staff

All students are assigned
to the lab according to
reading There are
four ABE classes and three
GED classes. In the lab
each teacher works with an
aide.

2"ti

Training is done in tha lab under the
supervision of the lab specialist.



BUFFALO LEARNING LABORAFORN

of Teachers. Pere-
s. Other Lab Specialists Other Functions

one in the lah under the
he lab specialist.

A lending library is available to
the students in the lab.

All students attend the lab.

We do not have any ESL students.
We have accepted illiterate, brain
damaged, and physically handicapped
students.

23



Orientation Diagnostic Testing

Trainees are acquainted with
the reading laboratory facili-
ties and functions through a
discussion of the following:

1. Objectives of the lab
as designed to meet their
(trainees) needs and
interests.

2. Types of materials used
in the lab.

3. Time allotment

4. Testing procedure

5. Student foldets

6. Evaluation of performance.

29

1. Each trainee is given the
Orav_pral Reading Test (para-
graphs) to determine which
level of the Metros titan
Achievement Test should be
administered.

2. A series of informal diag-
nostic tests are administered
which cover the word attack,
structural analysis, and
comprehension skills which
will be developed in the lab.

1. F

a.

0

2. F

a

t

d

d,
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NEW YORK CNN LEARNING LABORA1MY
Harlem Teams - Dri-

)iagnostic Testing PreEcription/Placement in Yaterials

Each trainee is given tht.
Gray Oral Reading Test (para-
graphs) to determine which
level of the Metropolitan
Achievement Test should be
administered.

A series of informal diag-
nostic tests Ere administered
which cover the word attack,

(structural analysis, and
:omprehension skills which
will be developed in the tab.

1. Formal and '.nformal test results are combined
and analyzed to determine each trainee's level
of instruction and areas of reading skills
strengths and weaknesses.

2. From the analytical evaluation of the tests
administered, a program is prescribed for each
trainee which includes programmed and self-
direc,:ed materials that will al..3 in furth..'.

developing strengths and eliminating skills
weaknesses.

25 11



Development of Skills Remediat

READING

I?

1. Developing Skills in the Mechanics of Reading
A. Sight Vocabulary
B. Structural Analysis
C. Skills it. Phonics
D. Oral reading skills, phrasing and expres-

sion
2. Comprehension Skills

A, Skills in locating answers to specific
questions

B. Getting the main idea
C. Following Directions
D. Drtming conclusions
E. Vocabulary Development
F. Retention Skills

3. Reading for Information
A. locat:,n Skills

1. Indexes
2. Table of Contents
3. Dictionary Skills
4. Skimming Skills

B. Selection Skills
C. Organizational Skilla
D. Summarizing - Outlining

4. Reading for Enjoyment
A. Descrimination in reading
B. Ability to locate variety of interesting

reading

'2 6
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INEW YORK CIFY LEARNENG LABORATORY
Harlem reams - >tDT

Remediation of Specific Skills Defic!encies

READING

1. Determining what the student's deficiencies are

2. Start the student on the level that he is and move him
as far as he can go

3. Select appropriate materials

4. Develop interest in reading
a. Overcome dislike for reading
b. Develop a "self-service" reading program
c. Help students in developing the initiativ, to

learn

5. Improve attitudes of Learning

6. Set realistic goals

7. Create a fresh and interesting classroom atmosphere
a. Make students feel interested and successful
b. Make students feel useful and needed
c. Treat students with dign :y and respect
d. Make students feel understood and like in spite

of his deficiencies
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Evaluation

Periodic evaluations are
made to see if instructional
strategy is meeting the needs
of the students.

Correlation with
Classrm-, Activities

Students for the most ;art are
taken out of their regular reading
classes. Very close communication
exist between the regular class-
room te-:11?rs and the laboratory
specialists at all times. The

diagnosis, prescript tons, progress
and evaluatioa are shared with
the teachers. Student folders are
also made availaJle to the regular
teacher.

We also welcome and encourage
teacher recommendations and/or
referrals.

ba.



NEW YORK CITY LEARN[146 LABORATORY
Harlem Teams MDf

;elation with
oom Ativities

for the most part are
their regular reading

:ry close communication
n the regular class-
:s and the laboratory
at all times. The

3rescriptions, progress
ion are shared with
s. Student folders are
vailable to the regular

welcome and encourage
ommendations and/or

Scheduling

Five classes attend the lab on a daily
basis for a period of 60 minutes.

londay through Friday
Time Class Readink Level

9:00 - 10:00 Cl 4.0

10:00 - 11:00 214 6.0 (6 above)

12:30 - 1:20 214A 4.0

1:30 - 2:30 C2 0.3,0

2:30 - 3:30 217 5.0

13



Nu:lher of StutEnts

& Staff

Training of Teachers, Para-
Professionals, Other Lab Specialists

t. Pre-Employment Program
lab staff consists of two
lab specialists.

2. Five classes are assfeed
to the lab on a daily
basis with 12 to 15 stu-
dents per class. The

students in each class
spend 1 hour per day in
the lab. Some students
receive special permission
from the lab specialists
to spend additional time
in the lab, aside from
their rtgular tab period.

The greatest single need in basic educa-
tion is teacher training. Many of the
teachers have attended conferences and
workshops to broaden their background.

The lab specialists are constantly
keeping abreast of the latest methods in
reading by attending institutes, workshops,
laboratory sessions, practicums, and lec-
tures.

There has not been much emphasis on
training the psra-professionals. More

concentration should be focused in training
the para-professionals to become a vital
and effective part of the team.

30
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NEW YORK Cliv LEARNIN6 LABORATOR1
Harlem Teams - MD7

:,achers. Fara-
7.er Lab Specialists Other Func:ions

le need in basic educa-
ruing. Many of the
ed conferences and
their background.

is are constantly
he latest methods in
institutes, workshops,
practicums, and lec-

n much emphasis on
ofessionals. More
be focused in training

As to become a vital
1 the team.

The reading laboratory is not equippec
to diagnose clinical problems.

The school nurse gives all of the
students an eye examination at the be-
ginning of the program. If there are
students who are having problems with
their vision, they ete referred to
specialists outside the program.



Orientation

Wo explain and demonstrate

1 1

how each facIt of the EDL Learn-
ing Lab works. We begin with
"warmups" consisting of Tachis-
toscopic projection of numbers
and accelerated discrimination
of letters. This prepares
students for Tach-X and control
reader activities and motivates,
challenges and stresses concen-
tration.

1" We also explain what the Lab

can do for them and what it has
done for others.

Then the operation of the
machit.ery is demonstrated with
follow-ups as needed or when
working in the particular
activity.

3 2

Diagnostic Testing

All new students are tested
on EDL word list and paragraphs
for vocabulary, pronunciation,
definition and comprehension.
Where there is still a doubt,
we utilize control reader study
guides without the use of the
machine. These have been in-
valuable in diagnosing the needs
of our students.

By keeping a close observa-
tion on our students, we are
able to pin-point the areas in
which they are weak. We also
keep individual student progress
records and personally grade
their papers to check on de-
ficient areas. We then have
conferences with individual
students.

app:

etc

are
and



NEW YORK CITY LEARNING LABORATORY
Title III

resting Prescription/Placement in Materials

ants are tested
and paragraphs

pronunciation,
-omprehension.

>till a doubt,
:ol reader study
he use of the
have been in-
;nosing the needs

close observa-
lents, we are
it the areas in
:eak. We also
student progress
tonally grade
check on de-
We then have
individual

After testing, students are placed in
appropriate reading level.

Materials (i.e. books, pencila, scrap paper,
etc.) are issued to students (individually) and
are kept in individual folders with their names
and level en them so they may be easily located.

33 15



Development of Skills

READING 11'. n 1_NG

At the Arthur Avenue Learninb Lab, we utilize
the complete cycle lesson as indicated by EDL.

Students are directed to specific activities for
each session according to level. They obtain their rr

folders and proceed to warmup station. From warm-
up they go to their specific ectivities.

New words are introduced in the Aud-X. They are
reinforced on the Tach-X and Process Trainer. The
words appear again in story form on tae Controlled
Reader. Phonic and word study skills are developed
on the Aud-X. In Tach-X spelling, syllabication
ar.d definitions are developed.

I r)
34
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NEW YORK CITY LEARNINC LABORAFORY 1 i

Title III
...--1 i

Remediation of Specific Skills Deficiencies

.1
we utilize

d by FDL.

activities for
iv obtain their

From warm-
Les.

'id -X, They are
Trainer. The

-Ale Controlled

s are de%eloped
Alabicetio

READING

We work on a one to one and small group basis in devel-
ocing phonic and word attack skills.

We utilize Awd-X, lower levels and review levels DEFP,
Tact' -X and Flash-X for vocabulary and spelling reinforcement.

The Controlled Re:der Jr. and Sr. develop comprehension,
sequential learning, and infering answers to questions

I



Evaluation
Correlation with

Classroom Activities

Conferences, regularly with
the software teacher help us
t, further evaluate and
diagnose our students. Then
we are able to further re-
mediate and reinforce.

The classroom teacher works in
the lab with his class. Both
staff members acrd students are
constantly encoure3ed to suggest
and utilize new ideas.



relation with
room Activities

sroom teacher works in
h his class. Both
rs and students are
encourageu to suggest
new ideas.

[

NEW YORK CITY LEARNING LABORATORY
Title III

I
Scheduling

The lab is open 3 days a week.

An intricatL scheduling process has been
devised to Incorporate 3-hour classes, 2-hour
classes and walk -In students. The students
attend 4 kinds of sessions depending on their
math level, software reading Levet, EDL level
and urban needs. The sessions are
45 minutes.

i7



Number of Students
& Staff

Training of Teachers, Pares-
Professionals, Other Lab Speciali

We program students by
level at specific times so
that make-up sessions and
sma;1 group instruction can
be handled.

There are approximately
750 students attending reg-
ularly. The lab handles 35-
55 people in each hour. The
staff of the lab consists of
1 lab teacher, 1 assistant,
and 3 community trainees.
The community trainees are
always grad!wites of the
prograA.

18

Training sessions are held period
for all teachers, pars-professinaals
la) specialists. At these sessions
phases of the learning lab are delve,
thoroughly with participating member
Members set up, operate, familiarize
selves with procedures, and all EDL
rials, Tech-X, Aud-X, controlled rea
and sr., tapes, study guides and fil

At these training sessions, diagn(
testing is especially stressed and tl
trainees themselveJ are pre-tested at
tested.



NEW :ORK CITY LEARNING LABORATORY

Title III

raining of Teachers, Para-
ssionals, Other Lab Specialists Other Functions

.ng sessions are held periodically
eachers, para-professionals and
.aliats. At these sessions all
the learning lab are delved into

ty with participating members,
set up, operate, familiarize them-
ith procedures, and all EDL mate-
ach-X, Aud-X, controlled reader Jr.
tapes, study guides and film kits.

ese training sessions, diagnostic
is especially stressed and the
themselves are pre-tested and postl

An ESL lab is being established.



Orientation

NEW YOF,

Purpose of Lab; use of
machine and programmed materi-
als; coordinator of lab and
classroom work.

4()

Diagnostic Testing

511 r..udents rxe given a
standa:dized test (Iowa) when
they enter the program,

At P,S. 47 - there is a
resting - vestibule class. The

testirg teacher is responsible
for testing all students in
both reading and math. Daily
testing of 25-30 entering
students takes place during the
morning session. Once these
tests are scored, th2 results
are forwarded to the lab
director. All 100 -hour re-
testing is also conducted in
this testing class.

At the Forsyth Adult Center -

All standardized testing (Iowa)
at entry is done by a Lab
Assistant in the lab. Testing
is conducted currently in the
lab because of limited space
at the Forsyth Adult Center,
Subsequent 100-hour re-testing
Is done in the classroom by the
Lab Assistant,

Prep

Lab ma

specific
diagnosti.
guided by
determine
tration, .
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NEW YORK CITY LEARnNG LABORATORY
WIN

is Testing Prescription/Placement in Y.aterials

ants are given a
3 test (Iowa) when
he program.

.7 - There is a
2stibule class. The

cher is responsible
all students in

g and math. Daily
?.5-30 entering
ices place during the
3/01. Once these
cored, the results
2d to the lab

100-hour re-
ilso conducted in
g class,

arsyth Adult Center -

lized testing (Iowa)
done by a Lab
n the lab. Testing

cutrently in the
of limited space

with Adult Center.

100-hour re-testing
he classroom by the
at.

Lab materials are prescribed to remediato
specific skills based on results of initial
diagnostic tests. Placement in materials i

guided by an informal tostbook J,2st whi

determines independent, instructional, .cas-
tration, and oral comprehension level.
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Diagnosti. Tertivig

I NF.

Presk

42

At both labs - Diagnostic
Testing is routinely done in the
f:r;t lab sessions using lab
materirqs (LDL) and Diagsiostic
Reading scales devised by
Ceo:ge D. On-going
diagnosis of reading disability
or correcticn of a reading dis-
ability is p.rt of .:he Lab

rout ire.
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READING

Development of `kills Remediati

In addition to remediation of specific skills
deficiencies and motility and accuracy training, a
developmental reading program is carried on for
every student through the EDL Learning 100 Program.

:LATH

None in Learning Lab itself, However, class
grouping (two groups) is based on math level

homogeneity. Therefore that half of class not in
the lab Is receiving their math instruction from
the classroom teacher.

OTHER

1 Grammatical Structure (through tapes) Dictionary
skills. Reference techniques.

4 4

READING

All skills from

1. Sight Voca
2. Phonics sk.

3. Comprehens

A. Main id,
B. Vocabul,

fixes,
C, inferen(
D. Outlinil

E, Sequenc,

F. Graph at

4. Critical rL

MATH

No math is tug;

0111ER

Under the guidance
their own papers and
record sheets in th,
This process teaches



NEW YORK CITY LEARNING IABORAWRY
WIN

Remediation of Specific Skills Deficiencies

skills
fining, a

for

Program.

lclass

el

not in
n from

ictionary

READING

All skills from readiness to high school levels:

1. Sight Vocabulary
2. Phonics skills

3. Comprehension skills

A. Main idea
B. Vocabulary development (contest, root words, pro-

fixes, suffixes, etymology)
C. Inference
D. Outlining and summarizing
E. Sequence

F. Graph and chart reading

4. Critical reading

MATH

No math is taught in the lab.

0111ER

Under the guidance of the IA teacher, students grac,2
their own papers and record their own scores on cumulatb.
record sheets in their own individualized personal foldol.
This process teaches self-reliance and erphastzes

45
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Stieent scheduling is
limited to fall within the
number of lab positions now
kept, and a high rate of ab-
sence is followed up by talk
with student classroom
teacher of YIN connselor to
determine and relieve cause
if possible. Group lab
attendance records are kept
to find Fatterns of attendance
to encourage optimum use of
the lab Lod to find reasons
for non-attendance.

. '

At Forsyth - Para-professionals (lab
assistants) are trained by tl'e tab teachers
to assist in standardized testing.

At P.S. 47 - Para-professionals are
trained as tutors e.g. advanced students in
one class are re-experimentally tutoring the
under achievers in a second class in five
and one half hour sessfans per week.

In both labs - the lab assistants are
trained in all lab techniques and intensive
one-to-one remedial work in the lab.



YORK Clfl LEARNIN6 LABORATORY
WIN

rs.

E s FUr.;1107,S

h Para-professionals flub
are trained by the lab teachers
standardized testing,

7 - Para-professional; are
utors e.g. advanced students in
e re-experimentally tutoring the
ers in a second class in five
hour sessions per week.

abs - the lab assistants are
Al lab techniques an intensive
emedial work in the lab.

Electronics Futures machines are
made available to all ESL class, s in
the WIN program. This equipment is
used by the classroom teacher in class
so that it does not interfere with the
Reading Lab.

47



EvAlUation
Correlat'_on with

Classroom Activities

Over-all student progress is
evaluated every 100 hours by
re-testing on Iowa test. of
Basic Skills. Evaluation of
Lrb progress is made through
lab records kept for each
student with progress chart
denot!ng percentage scores in
reading comprehension as well
as teadink, rate, date and
number of ear'l exercise done.

At Forsyth - Communication be-
tween classroom teacher and lab Hig
teacher enables either teacher co lal

reinforce or re-tach a skill
needed by the individual student.

At P.S. 47 . No formalized
procedyre now exists at P.S. 47
for this amount of detail in two-
way communication between class-
room teacher and lab teacher.

lab

lan

div
Fro
a F

gro
sma
act

the

utc



LNEW YORK CITY LEARNING LABORATORY

WIN

.,:lation with

h,o,r, Activities Scheduling

h - Communication be-
,.3(Dm teacher and lab

les either teacher to
re-teach a skill
individual student.

7 - No formalized
w exists at P.S. 47
ant of detail in two-
kaion between class-
and lab teacher.

All students in basic education and Pre-
High School Equivalency, are scheduled for
lab 3 hours per week.*

No ESL classes are scheduled since the
lab materials are not appropriate to
language laboratory goals. Each class is
divided by the classroom teacher into 2
groups based on math ability. Thus, when
a group is scheduled for the lab, the other
group remains with the classroom teacher for
smAll group instruction or individualized
attention in math. Scheduling is arranged by
the lab teacher and the information distrib-
uted to classroom teachers.

*At Forsyth Adult Center, High School
Equivalency classes are also scheduled
for the lab.

23



Diagnostic Testing Prey

Explain purposes of Learnirg
Laboratory.

Show filvJ "Learning Labs in
New York State.

Discussion with questions from
students about Learning
Labs.

Demonstration of Tach-X machine
with "Basic Accuracy" film-
strip (5 nos. in group).

Demonstration of Controlled
Reader machine with
"Accelerated Descrimination"
filmstrip (5 letters to a
line).

Show demonstrator filmstrip
"Demonstration of Controlled
Reader". Discussion.

Demonstrate Aud-X machine and
explain purposes.

Mention briefly other materials
available.

lire: Crientation activities
ae spread scross 2 or 3,
sometimes 4 periods.

Students are given an In-
formal Reading Test upon regis-
tration and then they are given
the: Iowa and Botel.

Diagnostic tests for place-
m-nt in various company's
materials are used. (Addison-

Wesley, etc.)

In cases of doubt about a
student's reading level, an in-
formal test is given based on
EDL or other Learning Lab

material.

Note: In the daytime, Learning
Lab personnel are responsible
for registering and testing new
students.

In the evening, additional
personnel handle registering
and testing.

No other standardized test is
used in the Learning Laboratory
at this tiro.

Each st

eating th.

suggested
the Lab.
mum 2 time
once or tN,

once or tw

Note: Da\

students



NIAGARA FALLS LEARNING LABORATORY

sting Prescription/Placement in ",aterials

Iven an La-
st upon regis-
they are given
tel.

;ts for place-
-ompany's
A. (Addison-

bubt about a
c, level, an in-
iven based on
rn[ng Lab

ytime, Learning
e responsible
ind testing new

g, additional
registering

dized test is
ning Laboratory

Each student has a sheet in his folder indi-
cating the level at which he is working and a
suggested schedule as to how to use his time in
the Lab, For instance, Controlled Reader - mini-
mum 2 times a week but could be 3. EDL Kits -
once or twice a week. Other software in Lab
once or twice a week.

Note: Daytime students attend 5 days. Evening
students attend 3 sessions per week.
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READING

Dev,..opment of skills

Cycle students through EDL Aud-X and Tach-X pro-
grams.

Lab Specialist teaching.

Use of EDL Go books.

Barnell-Loft workbooks - Controlled Reader
Vocabulary work (EDL).

Addison-Wesley Independent Reading Kits.

EDL Study Skills Kits.

MATH

This is covered in the regular classroom situation.
Presently, the Learning Lab is not equipped to
handle this area.

OTHER

Foreign-speaking students receive individual or
small group instruction in word attack through the
prograrir,ed naterials and other workbook activities.

16
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READING

Aud-X for

unlockir
syllabic
prefixe
using di

Tach-X wit
in recognitio7

Parnell-Lot

EDL -

EDL TA

EDL Cont

EDL Stad

Tape caF

EDL Flag

After a sp,
practices is

reinforce:7ent.



[NIAGARA EMI S LI:ARNING LABORATORY

Remediation of Specific Skills Deficiencies

...X pro-

r

situation.
to

lual or
lgh the

vi ties.

READING

Aud-X for EDL for review of consonant and for vowel sounds. I

unlocking nest words
syllables
prefixes
using dictionary

Tach-X with EDL hooks for vocabulary recognition and use
in recognition sentences.

Barnell-Loft Workbooks

EDL - Go Workbooks

FDL Tape Cassettes

EDL Controlled Reader materials

FDL Study Skills Kits

Tape cassettes for reading deficiencies

EDL Flash-X and cards for word recognition and spelling

After a spelling list has been established, the student
practices misspe)led words on the Primary typewriter for
reinforcement.'

Jr')o



Development :f Skills Re7.

Because of the small number of these students to
date and the newness of the Lab, Additional materials
geared to the needs of these people are not yet
ordered.

54

The words

the Lab Specia
check.

HATE

Taught in c

Learning La

OTHER

Foreign-spc
selected phras

They also u
and related sk

Individual

provided.



NIAGARA FALLS LEARNING LABORAWRY

Hdents to
materials

,t yet

Remediation of Specific Skills Deficiencies

The words are then used in sentences. At sow later Lino.
the Lab Specialist or aide dictates the list as A spoiling
check.

MATli

Taught in class with regular teacher.

Learning Lab has only SRA material fcr Math review.

0Th ER

Foreign-speaking students use the Language Master with
selected phrase and vocabulary cards.

They also use workbooks which help to improve vocabulary
and related skills.

Individual instruction with the Lab Specialist is also
provided.

rr
27



Fvaluation
Correlation with

Classroom Activities

Conferences periodically to
check progress and discuss other
problens which may have come up
for the students.

Spot checks as students are
working.

Check-list for student use to
determine how the lab is helping
and low it could durther help.

Teachers make available tes

scores and specific informatio:

Teachers suggest topics whit
will be covered in classroom,
that additional material in th,
lab can be made available.

Student reading problems fou
in the classroom can be worked
in the lab. Problems and rened
ation in the lab can be worked ,

in the classroom.

Teachers and lab sp_cialist
cuss specific r :ed. of each stet

Activities started in the la
sometimes completed or extended
into classroom.



NIAGARA FALLS LEARNING LABORATORY

Correlatior, with
lassroom Activities

lers make available test
nd specifi.-: information.

lers suggest topics which
covered in classroom, so
Jitional material in the
be made available.

ant reading prublems found
lassroom can be worked on
lab. Problems and remedi-
a the lab can be worked on
:lassroom.

hers and lab specialist dis-
2cific needs of each student.

,cities started in the lab
2s completed or extended
assroom.

Scheduling

Each ABE class is scheduled to use the lab
daily for at least one hour. This is a set
schedule for the .'ntire group. However,
students are encoaraud to use the lab during
any free time they have available.

.1

Evenin? classes have a regularly scheduled
time but not as frequent as the daytime due to i

fewer nights open and more groups to be
accomodated.

Youth Corp groups meet Ace a week and
use the lab both times for about 30 minutes.
(It has been found that their attention span
generally will not tolerate much longer than
30 minutes.)

J



Nam' er of students

Staff

Training of Teachers. rata-
Pr,)fessionals. Other Lab Spicis

Pleasant and friendly
atmosphere (both physical
appearance of lab and climate
set by lab personnel).

Attention - see that each
student receives some atten-
tion during the period, evt.t
if he is self-operative. (A
nod or comment make students
feel they're part of the
group.

Occasional small group
warm-up or discussion where
students have an opportunity
to participate.

Recognize special days
with displays and sometimes
celebrations. (ChristEas -
coffee, Christmas cookies,
candy, provided by lab person-
nel for students.

Holiday or special cele-
bration fil.rs and/or film-
strips shown to each group.

Lab specialists trained at ono -,
workshop sponsored by Seneca AV in
who sell EDL programs.

Lah specialists put teachers and
professionals through orientation s
similar to those given to students.
(See Orientation, page 1)

Teachers and pares- professionals
opportunities to spend some time at
machine or group of materials.

Discussion by lab specialist and
as to how the learning lab can best
students both in classroom and lab
tions,



NIAGARA FALLS LEARNENG LABORaTORY

1-raining of Teachers. Para-
essionals. Other Lab Specialists

pecialists trained at one-seek
sponsored by Seneca AV in Buffalo,
EDL programs.

pecialists put teachers and para-
onals through orientation sessions
to those given to students.
ontation, page 1)

ers and para-professionals given
ides to spend some time at each
or group of materials.

scion by lab specialist and teachers
w the learning lab can best help
both in classroom and lab situa-

Other Functions

Learning Lab pro%ides opportunitiJs
no only for improving reading and
listening skills, but also for students
to converse with each other and wi!h
the staff. Many times, adult students
find no one will listen to them or
their academic problems or hopes.

Day-ti.:,e registration and tesling of
students. (Evening sessions !aave person-
nel for this.)

Day-time counseling or guidance as
individual student problems arise.
This usually consists of helping the
student decide where to turn for pro-
feFsional help. (Evening sessions have
professional personnel available for
this purpose.)

Visual, speech, hearing defects are
not tested. However, if there seems to
be indications of a problem it one of
then areas, the student is made aware
of them 'with the suggestion that he see
his own doctor.
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Number of Students
& Staff

Traini.ng of Teachers, Para
Professionals, Other lab Specialists

Uso student contributions
in displays,

Continued guidance in
helping student see his needs
and his progress.

Lab personnel being sym-
pathetic listeners. (Many
times students need someone
impartial to listen to their
troubles.)



Training of Teachers, Para-
essionaIs, Other Lab SpecaIists

iNIAGARA FALLS LEARNING LABORATORY

Other Functions

(31



Orientation Diagnostic Testing

Brief individual tour of
the laboratory to make student
feel welcome.

Metropolitan Achievement
tests arc administered in the
classroom. An item analysis
is done by the classroom
teacher prior to the student's
initial laboratory session.

The Botel Reading lnventory
is administered to thtse stu-
dents scoring below a 4th grade
level on the Metropolitan tests.

St

accol
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a st,i

adapt
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grad.

tend

gaini
his t
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Sc.11EN EC FADY LEARNING i.AliRA FOR

iagnostic Testing

.tropolitan Achievement
s are administered in the
sroom. An item analysis
)ne by the classroom
-ler prior to the student's
ial laboratory session.

le Botel Reading inventory
iministered to those stu-
; scoring below a 4th grade
I on the Metropolitan tests.

Prescription/Placement in Materials

Students are assigned to an EDL cycle
according to the Metropolitan score and item
analysis. There is continuous evaluation of
a student's performance and his program is
adapted to meet his needs Whenever necessary.

Student is placed in a level usually'one
grade 10,40.r than the Metropolitan score would
tend to indicate so that the student will be
gaining immediate success and not working at
his frustration level.

An item analysis is available to the Botel
Phonics Survey. The Botel inventory is
correlated to the EDL Aud-X Series for prescrip-
tion purposes.



Evaluation
Correlation with

Classroom Activities

flhe lab is a tool of the class-
room teacher; who is responsible
for reading growth. Both the
classroom teacher and lab special-
ist work as a team to develop the
best possible prescription for the
student. It is a cooperative
effort with open and frequent lines
of communication in order to be
effective.

In most cases, the classroom
teacher does not work with her
students in the lab; she remains
in the classroom to work individ-
ually with the rest of her students.

Every student to involved in a
lab program.



SCHENECTADY LEARNING LABORATORY

rrclation with
sroom Activities Scheduling

is a tool of the class -

r; who is responsible
growth. Both the

eacher al,c1 lab special-
; a Lean to develop the
le prescription for the
t is a cooperative
open and frequent lines

.at ion in order to be

cases, the classreGm
!s nut work with her
1 the lab; she remains
-sroom to work indivtd-
the rest of her students.

-..udent is involved in a

Every student us scheduled for laboratory
on an individual basis. Classroom teachers
and the lab specialist schedule students to
mutual advantage,

The schedule is similar to the following,
but based on the individual's ability to
learn within the lab's framework.

*Students attending 3 hours per day

about 45 minutes - 1 hour In lab

*Students attending 5 hours per day

about 1 hours - 2 hours in tab
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READING

Dcvelopmeot of

Each student receives individualized instruction
in th. lab in a developmental program. Remediation
occurs whenever necessary.

The complete EDL program with related supplemen-
tary software is implemented in the developmental
program. The item analysis of the Netropolitan Test,
given upon entrance into the program, is useful in
prescribing the "correct" developmental program.

Students progress to more difficult work as soon
as possible for them so that they are learning in a
productive fashion.

READING

the i
classro,1
and a0 (
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A tax
"Built-t:
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Remediatin of Specific Skills Deficiencies

A instruction
, Remediation

supplemen-
,_,velopmcntal

tropolitan Test,
is useful in
program.

work as soon
learning in a

READING

The teaching of reading skills is the responsibility of the
classroom teacher. leachers are aware of the lab's facilities,
and ask for specific skills to be emphasized in the lab when-
ever necessary.

A taxonomy is consulted and a prescription is written.
"Built-in textbook" testing and teacher made worksheets .ire
available to assess progress in each

The lab specialist closely supervises remedial work and
there is an open line of communication between she and the
classroom teacher.
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Within our laboratory set-
up, we recommend one teacher
plus one teacher-assistant
per 25-35 students per
session.

In order to familiarize teachers with ti
laboratory, a portion of the pre-servic,
program in the fall concerhs the lab.
2-hour sessions out of six are devoted
the lab.

1 Introducinc the Lah (2 hours)
A. Role of the lab
B. Levels available
C. ExpInnation o: hardware and so.

ware (demonstrated in small rot
ting groups.

II Application of the Lab (2 hours)
A. Review of equipment

locations and purpose
B, Theory of lab program
C. Group division and rotation cyc
D. Evaluation

We have a 15 hour long training program
mapped out for training teacher assistar
and teacher aides.
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1 the Lab (2 houcs)
equipment
and purpose
lab pcogren
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on training program
rang teachnr assistInts

LSCH EN EC FOY LEARN ING LABORAIORY
1

The vocabulaty and traffh: signs of
the Driver Training Manual have been
recorded on Langoage Master cards.

We are not equipped to handle clinica)
problems.

(3 9
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Orientation

A. Walk-In Students

I. Initial interview done by
lab specialist to ascer-
tain student goals.

2. Scheeale of at:andance
arrangement.

3. Explanation of lab opera-
ting ,rocrclures.

4. Explanation of need and
reasons for achievement,
di:gnostic, and progress
testing.

5. Test administration.

6. Prescription and place-
mert in materials.

7. Evaluation as materials
are completed.

Diagnostic Testing

A. Initial Testing
sLit:

1. Iowa Test of Basic Skills tes.

one grade level lower The
than last completed grade pla:
of formal schooling/

'79

a. vocabulary at t

b. reading
c. Arithmetic concerts
d. arithmetic problems stud
e. other ereas relayed to date

language skills, de- mete
pending upon student's and

goals. At the time of ul.t
enrollment, students Is

who am walk-in seu- late
dentN are given An
achievement test in the
Lcortning Center. sho-
Initiat testing for time

f:111 tine students Is teat`

administered by the anot'

ABE counselors.
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SYRACUSE LEARNINu LARORAIORY

Prescription/Place:-Ient in 'iterials

Depending on specific skills needs of the
student as determined by achieverew_ and diagnostic
tests, the student is Assigned related matecials.
The procedure for using each material is ex-
plained thoroughly on an individual basis.

A daily schedule for material use is placed
at the etudent's study carrel.

A list of assigned materials is kept in the
student's ir.lividual materials she2t with starting
dates. When the student completes a particular
material, an approprteto test if any) is given,
and a decision is made as to whrthr the partic-
ular skill ha., been improved If so. the student
is assigned next level, ii not, then other re-
lated material is .ssigned.

Students from regular classrooms who have
shown improvement at this time return to full-
time classroom assignment, unless classroom
teacher would like the student to work on
another skill deficiency.
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OricntAtion Diagnostic testing

B. Regular Full-tine Students

The orientation for regular
students is bAsically the same
as for walk-ins, except that
initial testing is done by
counselors, and r2ferral to
t_earning Center is done by the
classroom teacher.

B. Diagnostic Testing

1. RFU Jr. Placement Test
a. to determine grade

level score
b. to determine card

number at which to
start

2. SRA Basic SkIlls in
Arttlipetie Test

to determine placement
in TEMAC math program

3. ImPerial Reading. Program,
Intermediate - Unit 1,

Lesson 1, is a diagnostic
test to determine actual
unit placement.

4. SRA Readinst Lab Placement

ISII1

5. Betel Phonics Survey
For placement in Learnin

100 system (only for scat-
tered lessons according to
need as determined by
correlated taxonomy).

'7"

Pres,:
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Diagnostic Testing

6. Pre-tests and post-tet.ts
for language skills film-
strips.

7. Diagnostic Test for card
placement in English Set J

8. Diagnostic Test for place-
ment in Spelling Word
Power Laboratory 11B

9. Diagnostic Test for
Macmillan Reading Spectrum

10. Placement Exam for Pro-
grammed Math for Adults

it. Placement Tests for BRL,
Sullivan's Programmed
Reading

12. Placement Test for SRA
:lash Computational Skills

Kit

13. Diagnostic Test for SRA
Words.

Pr2scrit,

1
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iSYRACUSE LEARNING LABORATORI

Prescription /Placement in Materials

gists and post-tests

anguage skills Mil-
)s.

gpstic Test for card
ment in English Set J

lostic Test for place -

in Spelling. Worn
Laboratory 11B

lostic Test for
Lllan Reeding Spectrum

meat Exam for Pro-
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iiEADING

Development Skills

A. EDL Learnirq 100 syster. - levels RA thru DEFA

1. Aud-X
2, TachistDscope
3. Controlled Reading
4. Listening Tapes

a. Listen
b. listen and Read
c. Listen and Write

B. Reading Development Tapes
1. Imperial Reading Laboratories

a. Pcimaty
b. Intermediate
c. Jr. High

MATH

A. Business Math
t. Fundamentals
2. Interest, Negotiable instruments and

payroll, and deprcciat.on
3. Accounting and Finance
4. Principles of Insurance

a. fire
b. life
c. liability

B, Development of total math prograA from number
system to basic algebra by use of programred

instruction
I. TEMAC Introduction to Math
2. Programmed Math.for Adults

712)

READING

A, Compreher
1. ca
2. cor

3. dr,
4. int

5. coo

6. det

7, ger

8. im;

9. mai

10. sec

11. loo

12. usi

13. get

14. fell

15. re,-

16. chi

17. ma4

18. ref

B. Word Att
co:

2. fil

3. in
4. co:

5. co
6. fi7

7. in

8. to
9. sy

jr, lo:

11. sh
12. "r
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Renediation of Specific Skills Deficiencivs

READING

A. Comprehension Skills
1. cause and effect
2. conpsrisons
3. drawing conclusio.s
4. inferences
5. context clues
6. details
7. generalization
8. implications
9. warn ideas
10. sequence
11. loeLiting answers

12. using contexts
13. getting facts
14. following directions
15. reading rate
16. choosing titles
17. making outlines
18. reference skills

8. Word Attack
1. compound words
2. final consonants
?. ini-ial consonants
4. consonant blends (final)
5. consonant_ blonds (initial)
6. final consonant digraphs
7. initial consinant digraphs
8. root words
9. syllabication
10. long vowel sounds
11. short vowel sounds
12. "r" controlled sounds

77
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Development 'i i11

a. subtraction of whole numbers
b. addition of whole numbers
c. multiplication of whole numbers
d. division of whole numbers
e. common fractions
f. decimals
g. measurement
h. personal math
i. understanding algebra
j. using algebra (basic)

Social Studies

Although content is concerned with social
studies, the use of EDL socia: studies kits en-
hances reading through practice in interpretation,
evaluation, organizatim and reference.

MAI
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SYRACUSE LEARNING LABORATORY 1

Rec'ediation of Specific Skills Deficiencies

A. Addition and Subtraction of Whole Numbers
1. Commutative 3n1 Associative Principles of Addition
2. Subtraction

B. Nultiplication and Division of Whole Numbers
1. Multiplication
2. Commutatuve cnd Associative Principles of

Multiplication
3. D3vision
4. Estimating the Quotient
5. Finding Quotients

C. Common Fractions
1. Compar!ng Fractions
2. Equivalent Fractions
3. Addition and Subtraction of Like Fractions

a. addition of fractions
b. improper fractions and mixed numbers
c. addition of r.ixed numbers
d. subtraction of fractions and mixed numbers

4. Addition and Subtraction of Unlike Fractions
a. finding common denominators
b. adaition of unlike fractions
c. addition of mixed numbers
d. subtraction of unlike fractions and mi;:ed

numbers

7J 3



Development :f Skills Remediltic

5. Multipli
a. mu
b. mu
c. di
d. di.

D. Decimal Fracti.
1. Addition
2. Subtract.
3. Multipli,
4. Divisi.on

5. Using De

0111ER

A. Language Usage
1. capitalt
2. abbrevia'
3. end punt
4. commas
5. cortract-
6. possessi
7. dictiona:

a. us
b. all

c. pl'

d. sy
8. prefixes

9. suffixes
10. synonyns

'40



SYRACUSE LEARNING LABORATORY

RernediatioA of Speclfc Skills Deficiencies

5. Nultiplication and Division of Fractions
a. multiplication of fractiors
b. multiplication of mixed numbers
c. division of fractionF
d. division of mixed numbers

D. Decimal Fractions

1. Addition of Decimals
2. Subtraction of Decimals
3. Multiplication of Decimals
4. Divisir,n of Decimals

5. Using Decimals

OTHER

A. Language Usage Skills
1. capitalization
2. ablreviation
3. end punctuation
4. commas
S. contractions
6. possqsstves
7. dictionary skills

a. using dictionary
b. alphabetizing
c. plurals
d. syllabication

R. prefixes
9. suffixes
O. s)noilyns
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Development of Skills
Remediat

8 2

11. homonym
12. antonym
13. possess'
14. singular

15. double r
16. simple e
17. simple v
18. sentence
19. word cla
20. adjectiv
21. verb ten
22, verb and
23. attic/es



[ SYRACUSE LEARNING LABORATORY

Remediation of Specific Skills Deficiencies

homonyms
12. antonyms
13. possessives - four sentence types
14, singulars and plurals
15, double negatives
16, simple subjects
17. simple verbs
1B. sentence pdtterns
19. word classes (parts of speech)
20. adjective degrt.es
21. v'rb tenses
22. verb and subject agreement
23. articles

83 41



F/aluation

Correlation with
Classroom Activities

The Regular Student
1. As students complete

materials or certain phfAses
thereof, aporopriate post
tests Lre administered.
Results should indicate
progress, if any. If not,

then a reassessment of the
objectives is determined
for placement, hcpefully,
in more effective or rein-
forcing materials.

If progress is shown,
and/or the objective is
achieved, then the student
is sent back for full-time
study in a regular class-
room, or re-scheduled for
work in another area of
deficiency. Achievement
testing for these students
is done every 200 clock
hours or classtime in the
classroom.

DL

A. Subject matter content end
levels encountered by regular
students using the Learding
Center may be the same as in
their classroom activities.
The differences lie in the
multi-media approach and varia-
tion of materials.

B. Students from regular classes
are usually referred to the
Learning Center to correct a
specific skill deficiency, and
then reassigned to the class-
room for full-time study. How-

ever, in many instances, by
'his time the student has be-
come aelimateJ to Learning Lab
procedures, and requests to be
allowed to continue. In most

cases this is pernItted by
mutual consent of the lab
specialist and classroom
teacher,
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SiRACUSE LEARNENG LABORATORY

tion with
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Scheduling

A, Walk-In Students - The majority of students
using the Syra:use Learning Center are
walk-ins or part-time students of varying
situations.

1. Referred by training agencies, such
as New York State Employment, Health
Department, Manpower, Police Depart-
ment, Neighborhood Youth Corp. etc.

2. Full-tine employees desiring to im-
prove their education.

Scheduling for the walk-in must necessarily
be done at the convenience of the student
within the time period of the Learning
Center operation.

Tuesday and Thursday -
6:30 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.

13, Students from regular classrooms
1. Examination of achievement test

scores - if studeat shows a gap of
one grade level or more between
reading and math, then the student
is assigned to the Learning Center
for an extra period of work in the
deficient subject area, providing
the reading level is at least 3.0
as determined by achievement
testing.

OJ



Evaluation
Correlation with

Classroom Activities

2. Part-time Students

Procedures for evaluation
of the part-time walk-in
is the same as for regular
students, except that more
subject areas are neces-
sarily considered because
the nature of the program
for most walk-ins involves
a total program schedule
rather than the correction
of a specific deficiency.
Aside from material tests,
walk-ins are re-tested
every 100 actual hours of
attendance. Three copies
of progress reports for
all students using the
Learning Center are made
every 5 weeks of actual
attenda.ce. One copy for
the classroom teacher, one
for the student, and one
for he student's folder.

81,



--ISYRACUSE LEARNING LABGRAtORY

tion with
Activities Scheduling

2. if a classroom teacher woule like a
student to work on an area. such as
English grammar or a particular
skill, then the student may be
assigned to the Learning Center
after consultation with the Learning
Center sn cialist.

Presently the Learning Center
operates on a 4 period day and 2
period eve,ling for regular students.

DAILY

1) 9:00 A.M. - 10:15 A.M.

2) 10A3 A.M. - 11.30 A.M.

3) 12:15 P.N. - 1:15 P.M.

4) 1:15 P.M. - 2:30 P.M.

EVENINGS - Tues. & Thurs.

1) 6:30 P.M. - 7:45 P.M.

2) 8:00 P.M. - 9:30 P.M.

87



Evaluation

Correlation with
Classroom Acivitic,s

3. The Staff

A pprfctmance appraisal of
the Learning Center Staff
Is made periAically by
the Learning Center
Specialist with the school
principal in the presence
of the person to be ap-
praised.
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Scheduling
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Number of Students
& Staff

1!

IJ

It

Training of Teachers, Para-
Professionals, Other Lab Specialists

Present Status:
2 Reading rooms

math room
lab specialist

I full-time teacher
I full-time sectetary -

aide

ALL three members work
with students in all three
rooms.

At present we can accomo-
date between 39-45 students
per period but should that
occur, the present staff
would be overburdened.

There should be at least
one staff person for each 20
students. 11e Lab specialist
should be concerned mainly
with interviewing, testing,
prescribing and evaluating.

The teacher's function
would be to catry out the
pr,!scription and provide
intermediary testing as need
3L1VM.

A. Training of Lab Personnel consists of 0:
the job training under direction and
supervision of the learning center
specialist.

B. Training of ABE teachers is supervised
by the ABE principal and coordinator of
instruction with no direct relationship
with the Learning Laboratory.



Teachers, Para-
00-,er Lab Specialists

1 SYRACUSE LEARNING LABORATORY

Other Functions

Personnel consists of on
under direction and

he learning center

teachers is supervised
tpal and coordinator of
no direct relationship

g Laboratory.

I. Should not admit students with
clinical problems.

2. Should not be a wszehouse for
materials used by regular ABE class-

rooms.

3. Should not admit non-English speak-
ing students unless their conversR,
tional English is of sdcli a quality
as to permit proper communication
between learning lab staff and
student. Because of the indepen-
dent nature of learning lab pro-
cedures, a certain amount ot flu-
ency in English is absolutely essen-
'Jai for the student to function
properly.

4. Should not admit students whose
reading levels are so low as to
hinder the independent learning
setting, unless of course, the lab
has sufficient staff to be able to
spend considerable amounts of time

in oral instruction.



Orientation Diagnostic 'esting

to lab life

--- to the process of
learning and studying

reinforce orientation
to l'EDT courses

Make use of achievement sts

given by ABE or MDT teachers.

Use placement tests.



UTICA LEARNING LABORATORY

ic Testtng Prescription/Placement in Materiels

of achievement tests
or MDT teachers.

ment tests.

Done in accordance with goals of student or
goals of the progrIm as influenced by the level
ano ability of that student.

61



Development of Skills

READING

High School Equivalency

MTh

Thru beginning algebra and geometry.

OTHER

English

ESL

Speech

Example:

accuracy of pronunciation or phonics for ESL

and native students

fluency of speech for ESL students

94

READING

Vocabu'

Wort A

Speed

Compre,

MATH

Dic

require

Or' ER

Certai.

Exa



LUTICA LEARNING LABORATORY

RemiALation of Specific Skills Deficiencies

cs for ESL

READING

VocabulAry Development

Word Attack

Speed

Comprehension Skills

Dictated by vocational requirements in MDT classes. As

r.lq..ized by ABE stude .s.

OTHER

Certain English Skills

Example:

Capitalizing

Punctuation

Spelling

9



Evaluation
Correlation with

Classroom Activities

It's an ongoing process.
Sometimes use SRA test on people
and also try to get SAT reports
on ABE students.

With MDT vocational teachers and
often with l'IDT related education

teacher, also.

On occasion there's correlation
with ABE teachers.

9(3

ArrA



ion with
Activities

.. mien*.

IUTICA LEARNING LABORATORY

Scheduling

tonal teachers and Arrange tlds with:
dated education

ore's correlation

I. :gin counselors, vocational Leachers
and/or related education staff for all
the various groups

2. BE

3. Spanish Action Center

4. Soon a group of high school dropouts
are to be absorbed.

o



Number of Students Training of Teacherz, Para-
& Staff Professionals, Other Lab Specie

Yen students per hour per
teacher strikes me as a max-
imum. However, it depends
on what they are doing
(Aud-X, Controlled Reader,
tape lesson, programmed
workbooks, reading kits or
what - ). Some activities
require more teacher direc-
tion, so in the last analysis
the level of the student, the
nature of his work and the
flexibility of scheduling are
the criteria.

96

Have done this, and w!li have

Various workshops are held in 0



of Teachers, Fara-
is, Other Lab Specialists

LUTICA LEARNING LABORAWRY

Other Functions

Its, and will have to again,

:shops are held in the lab.

Research, s,,lection, and ordering of
-

.1

materials,

Clearing house for certain audio
visual aids that are loaned out to other A
t.,DT staff members,

Materials on drugs and consumer
education are made available to students
who hear of them and request a chance
to listen to them.

Counseling - can't avoid this, it's
part of teaching.

Counselors within and without the
the building need feedback and inforoa-
tion about their clients.

Tourist attraction duties.
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Orientation Diagnostic Te....ing

Students are oriented to the
lab by the homeroom teacher
J...nd/or the aide assigned to her

class during the classes lab
period.

General orientation to our
total program is done by our
guidance counselors.

The lab is only responsible
for reading and math diagnostic
testing. We use the California
Test of Adult Basic Education
and a short word analysis inven-
tory.

The California is particularily
useful because it provides the
Scoreze Answer Sheets which en-
ables us to service many people
more rapidly.

For math we use IML Math
Placement Test.

00

Prescr

In renedi
California t
are deficien

For devel
of the Stanf
200 hours.

Prescript
test results
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WHITE PLAINS LEARNING LABORATORY
..1

ting Prescription/Placement in vaterials

responsible
h diagnostic
le California
Education

Alysis inven-

s r-;tcularily

pro. des the

is which en-
many people

AML !lath

1:3-1 remedial math and reading, we use the
California L.) pick specific skills that students
are deficient in.

For developmental reading, we use the results
of the Stanford Achievement which is given every
200 hours.

Prescription is done according to diagnostic
test results, then programming from our taxcncmy.

101



READING

Development of Skills

1

Romediation

Developmental Reading is the major job of the
Lab. EDL Learning 100 and Learning 300 are the basic
materials.

MATH

Not a function of the laboratory.

102

READINC

All skills listed it

All skills taught it
in remedial math in tilt.
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[ WHIFE PLAINS LF:ARNING LABORATORY

)a sic

Remodistion of Specific Skills IVflciencies

READING

skills listed in our :axwomy.

MATH

All skills taught in regular classes are worked upon

in remedial math in the lab. .1

loa



KvAlustion

Corrlation with
Classroom Activities

We have constant evaluation
I' built into both our remedial

And developmental programs. We

do not take care of group testing
for the total program.

Teachers are eApected tc
follow-up work in the clas 1 Mail'

related to Learning 100. will

104
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WHITE PLAINS LEARNING LABORATORY

n with
tivities Scheduling

pected to do
the classroom
e 100.

All students are sent to the lab for l hour

daily for developmental reading. They cone

with their total class.

Selected students also attend another
hour a day for remedial reading.

105
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We handle all students in
our ABE program.

We have an aide and
teacher plus other profes-
sional staff on duty all

times.

The ratio is about 10
students to 1 professioaal.

-T of 1'o;,hers,

We do training of all para-professionals
and have trained lab specialists from
different cities in the state aild also a
person from Nova Scotia in Adult Education.

I0
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es in the state and also a
Iva Scotia in Adult Education.

LWHETE PLAINS LEARNIN6 LABORATORY

Other Fun ,:;ions

We work with World of Work students
who are exposed to reading in a job-
oriented sequence.

Examples:

1, SRA Work Exploration Kit
2. Imperial - "Interviews" tapes
3. "Why Work Kit"

We presently do not work with:

1. Spaeth problems
2. Math (developmental/

3, ESL (Planning stages to have
an ESL Lab annex to present
lab but not in the present
lab)

4. Standardtzed Testing
5. Eye Testing

107
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Orientation

New students are welcomed,

I

1- introduced to the Learning Lab
1 staff by the guidance counselor

and/or classroom teacher and
. are invited to observe lab
1; activities in operation.

He learns of:

A. Purpcse of Lab
As it may meet the

particular student's
needs and 3oals.
(Lab Supervisor)

Diagnostic Testing Pres

B. Proledure
- diagnosis of
educate nal needs

- prescription of
materials, neither
too difficult or
too easy for each
student
rules - for a
quiet workable
atmosphere
students are given
copies of schedule
(Learning Lab
ars!!,r ESL Lab)

Reading Testing
Based on results of initial

placement, given by the counselor
A. Botel Reading Inventory

Word Recognition
B. Botel Reading Inventory-

Word Opposites Test

Student testing between grades
2-5 or with uneven responses
in reading are given:

A. Rowell-Chall (Readiness
and phoncis)

B. Gray Oral Paragraphs
C. EDL Placement Test -

teacher made listening
atd reading (informal)

D. Metropolitan Achieve-
ment Test-level

determined by Gray
Oral (item analyzed)

E. Test Lessons - of varied
approaches

F. Teacher-Made Test - for

non-readers
Student testing 5* reading level

A. Cal;fornia Tcst of Adult
Basic Epglish - for

reading. -lath and lan-

guage

0 Ci

Lab Sp,

tions fro
diagnostic

For Wa:

Pros

A. t

B. t

Aide o.

practice

Re-Evai,

(Tc 1
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any
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Testing

results of initial
an by the counselor
Reading Inventory
d Recognition
Reading Inventory-
d Opposites Test

g between grades
even responses
given:

-C (Readiness
loncis)

)ral Par ra hs
tacement Test

made listening
ading (informal)

uolitan Achieve-
It Test-level
Aned by Gray
item analyzed)
essons - of varied
aches

,r-Made Test - for

vaders
ng 1.!.. reading level

ornia Test of Adult
sic En lis - far

ng, math and len-

Prescription/Placement in Materials

Lab Specialist does prescribing with sugges-
tions from classroom teacher) after analysis of
diagnostic rests.

For Walk-In Students and those in Remedial
Programs
A, Remedial Prescription form is filled out

in duplicate. One is for the student's
work folder and one for student's personal
file. Areas of reading, math, and other
language skills are covered. A check
list is used.

B. Discussions with student:
1. needed areas of remediation
2. amount of study emphasis suggested
3. student goals are determined
4, length of study suggested
5. show and explain rationale for

specific material to be used
6. suggest ways to use materials to

best advantage

Aide or teacher. - explains and gives sufficient
practice in no: materials (15.20 minutes).

Re-Evaluation - students reaction to material -
(Too easy, hard. another approach needed, etc.
Welcome student's requests and reactions at

any tine.
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Evaluation
Correlation with

Classroom Activities

Daily progress is nuted in
student's instructional material
folder by lab teacher, and dis-
cussed with the student.
Occasionally, material used is
changed if it does not help the
students.

A score on material of 857.
allows the student to contirue
to the next step.

me following types of in-
struments are used:

Standardized Achievemo,
Tests

Informal Diagnostic Tests-
85% is passing sr're

Publisher's placement and
progress tests

11

Regular conferences of class-
room teacher and lab specialist are
held to discuss specific needs of
groups or individual students not
adequately answered with classroom
material. Alternate approaches to
classroom procedures are provided
for unmastered skills of the
students in classes.

Material may be borrowed for
classroom use. Students may use
the lab - time slots amenable to
classroom teacher.

EDL make up lessons - before

or after class or during read-
ing segment of class, etc.

Reference materials - almanac,
atlas, library books are freely
borrowed by classroom teacher
or students

Class activities are rein-
forced through Language Master
for specific vocabulary needs,
etc.

Mon
on

and

Fri

on

clu

col

de*

hou
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ities are rein-
Language Master

ocabulary needs,

Walk-ins are permitted in the lab all day,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, afternoons only ]

on Tuesday and Thursday.

Developmental Reading classes (intermediate I

and advanced) come Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday for l hours each day.

Basic and primary classes attend the lab
on Tuesday and Thursday for 2 hours (in-
cluding break period).

Reading readiness students attend the lab
only 3 days weekly (10:15-12;15), 2 hours each
day.

Remedial students are sent during lunch
hour (make up lessons).

111
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Development of Skills Remediati

READING

Most students have gaps in their learning and
therefore require some remedial work that may be
essential to develop skills sequentially (especially
necessary in Math).

Determined By:

Classroom teacher's suggestion
EDL Placement Test
Fluctuation of scores

Procedure:

Classes rotate into EDL lab either Monday,
Wednesday and Friday for 11/2 hours or Tuesday and

Thursday for 2-43 hours.

They are accomplished and guided by th- class-
room teacher, lab aides, and lab teacher.

Software and worksheets are added to work
needed by students (as result of daily lesson
evaluation).

Application of lesson in classroom by class-
room teacher.

Suggested material not available in classroom.

(iticher his surtmary sheet and planbook, uses this
fir follow-up in classroom, planning make up
ItAsons, and setting o'it material for next lesson)

READING

Determined on tt
the following:

1. Item analysis
2. Observation
3. Student's rect

informatio
4. Referral ager
5, Student's rix_c

training c

Procedure
1. Skills needed

is kept on ft
noted, discus
presented by

2. Daily lesson
previous day

3. Teacher or st
material. Te

notes further

Teacher-prepared
ination, etc:

Mott L n a

I eal Cards

Conquests L
S Iliv n Pr
EDL Wor

Cont oiled

Stud', Skill



YONKERS LEARNING LABORATORY

Remediation of Specific Skills Deficiencies

id

,e

:ially

and

Aass-

SS

room.

s this

esson)

READING

Determined on the basis of diagnosis and/or combination of
the following:

I. Item analysis of aforementioned tests
2. Observation of classroom and/or lab teacher
3. Student's request for specific kind of assistance or

information
4. Referral agency's advice
5. Student's needs ,nd/or goals for specific job or Job-

training course or program.

Procedure
t. Skills needed are napped out on a checklist and a copy

is kept on file. nitial materials for each area are
noted, discussed ith student and a plan of study is
presented by the lab specialist of lab teacher.

2. Daily lesson assignments and worksheets are noted (from
previous day or period) in student's work folder.

3. Teacher or student records work completed on particular
material. Teacher comments on quality of work done and
notes further assignment needed (daily).

Teacher-prepared lessons and exercises - auditory discrim-
ination, etc:

Mott Lanauaae Prostam
Ideal Cards

Conquests_ln Reading
Sullivan Proarammed Readers
EDL - Word Stud ,Story

Controlled Reader Story
Listening Tapes - Supplemental Worksheets
Study Skills 113

57
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Development of Skills Renedia

IAIIi

Sane as listed in remedial section - except that
classroom students are frequently sent to the lab
when a kind of material not available in class is
more suitable for then - especially for supplemen-
tary purposes.

OTHER AREAS

Lankuaite Skills

technical vocabulary in content areas, e.g.,
drafting mechanics

job information Why Work

citizenship - Filmstrips, Health, Consumer
Education

composition - book reviews

psychology

library - books available for home use on
varied reading levels

114

Word Clues
Be A Better

MAIN

Dictation and

Sullivan Pr,
SRA Com uta
Imperial Fi'

Ft ure It 0
Preliminary
?MI Proftram

LANGUAGE SKILLS

Cali orni Self

capitalization.

Individualized

Worksheets

EDL E, F List
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Remediation of Specific Skills Deficiencies

Word Clues
be A Better Reader

MATH

Dictation and reading of numerals

Sullivan Programmed Math
SRA Computational Skills
Imperial Filmstrips
Figure It Out I, II
Preliminary Math
TM1 Programmed Math

LANGUAGE SKILLS

California Self-Study Lessons - usage, pronunciation, And
capitalization.

Individualized Bnstlish

Worksheets

EDL E, F Listen



Number of Students
& Staff

Training of Teachers, Para-
Professionals, Other Lab Specialists

Twenty-two students can
be worked with by

1 Lab supervisor-
specialist (for both
labs)

1 Lab teacher
1 Teacher aide
1 Clerical aide (for both

labs and office records)

Consideration must be
given to:

Regular servicing of
atchines

Rules adherA to - quiet
atmosphere no chil-
dren, etc.)

Efficiency of files -
student test records
manuals/tests/work-

sheets

answer keys classified
Proximity of instructional

materials, student
folders, scrap paper,
grease pencils, and
transparencies, etc.

There is a three-day pre-service
training period for the lab teacher, lab
assistant, and lab aides encompassing:

Familiarization with lab material
Lab duties - discussed and specified

listing of all lab staff given to
each member for a clear definition
of duties and prevention of in-
fringement on anotber's responsi-
bilities

Evaluation - of instructional styles

8i- monthly regular meetings of all lab
staff (both labs) with lab supervision a-1
curriculum ccordinatcr to discuss ways of
resolving general or specific problems,
new methods, new lab procedures, refine-
ments, and re-evaluation.

Informal meetings occasionally called
when the need arises.
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sing of Teachers, Para-
)nals, Other Lab Specialists Other tUnctions

a three-day pre-service
clod for the lab teacher, lab
and lab aides encompassing:
ization with lab material
es - discussed and specified
ng of all lab staff given to
member for a clear definition
ties and prevention of in-
ement on another's responsi-
ies

on - of instructional styles

ly regular meetings of all lab
labs) with lab supervision and

coordinator to discuss ways of
,eneral or specific problems,

new lab procedures, refine-
re-evaluation.

I meetings occasionally called
ed arises.

Preparation of innovative effective
material

Selection of instructional material help-
ful and appealing to adults

Continual review of new material

Ordering materials

Runs local workshops for ABE teachers

Demonstration of labs to local agencies
and other area ABE personnel

Participation in action research pro-
jects

Observation of other lab operations

Sharing with other ABE personnel
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Orientation Diagnostic Testing P

Bilingual lab teacher and
II teacher aide explain to non-

_

English speaking students pro-
cedures for using equipment and
materials. Personal attention
at the beginning stages helps
students who Lt first may feel

I uncomfortable working indepen-
dently with a machine.

Oral testing of ESL students
is not a lab function. Students
needs are diagnosed in two ways:

lb

1. Teachers diagnose de-
ficiencies and report
them to the tab teacher.

2. The lab teacher mons-
ters student perform-
ance as recorded on
dual track cassette
tape recorders and
spots individual. dif-
ficulties.

Stud
which c
in clas
series.

Stud(

specifi,
hear an

Valk-
material
DialoRue
the bast
teacher

English.
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itic Testing Prescription/PlacemLn: In Materials

:sting of ESL students
ab function. Students
'diagnosed in two ways:

,chers diagnose de-
:iencies and report
n to the lab teacher.

lab teacher moni-
s student perform-
:e as recorded on
Ll track cassette
le recorders and
,ts individual dif-
.ulties.

Students who attend regular ESL classes use tapes
which correspond with lessons they are working on
in class in the Orientation in American English
series.

Students may be placed in tapes dealing with
specific phonemic contrasts they find difficult to
hear and produce.

Walk-in students may be placed in such taped
materials as English Your New Language, Teaching
Dialogues or the IntensiveConlish on
the basis of an informal evaluation by the lab
teacher of each student's ability in spoken
English.
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Development of Skills

Students proceed through the Orientation in Ameri-
can English series as their base texts in class. This
series sets the developmental sequence for the program
and the lab adheres to this sequence through the use
of corresponding tapes and tapebooks.

20
6Z

At

produ
basis

It,

tensel

tapes



LYONKERS ESL FABONAVORY

Remediation of Specific Skills Doficiencies

At the present time only skill deficiencies in hearing and
producing specific English sounds are treated on a remedial
basis.

It is anticipated that deficiencies in producing specific
tenses and structures will be dealt with in the future through
tapes dealing with possible confusions and omissions.

12-



)1

Evaluation
Correlation

Classroom Acti

A student using a tape must
-. have that tape monitored and eval-

uated by the lab teacher. Satis-
factory completion of a tape, as
judged by the lab teacher, is pre-
requisite to proceeding to the
next tape in the series.

11

There is a direct
ate correlation will
activities as each f
prescribes the lesso
listened to on the t
lesson the students
class.



Correlation with
Classroom Activities

[YONKERS ESL LABORATORY I

Scheduling

There is a direct and immedi-
te correlation with classroom
ctivities as each ESL teacher
rescvibes the lesson tapes to be
istened to on the basis of what
esson the students are on in
lass.

Each ESL student spends approximately 9-
10 hours per week in class and 2.3 in the
ESL lab. Students spend one hour at a time
in the lab. Each teacher has specific hours
reserved for use by her class.

23
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Training of Teachers, Para-
Professionals, Other Lab Specialis

The lab can accomodate up
to 12 students at a time. Be-

tween 7 and 10 students is the
number best handled. This is
due to the number of machines
available and to the difficul
ties of monitoring a larger
number of students.

54

The ESL lab teacher was trained by
Lab Supervisor who is in charge of bot'
the ESL lab and the regular learning
oratory for reading and math.

The lab teacher trained the teacher'
who works in the lab.



1 YONKERS ESL LABORATORY

.ng of Teachers, Para-
lals, Other Lab Specialists Other Functions

) teacher was trained by the
who is in charge of both

id the regular learning lab-
uading and math.

Lcher trained the teacher aide
:he lab.

The ESL lab has programmed tape ma- -I

terials (LIM System) for teaching
Spanish to English-speakers. These ma-
terials, though not yet put in operation:
are intended to help teachers and other
ABE staff members learn Spanish so as to
be better able to deal with Spanish speal
ing adult students.

ERIC Clearinghouse

SEP8 19/i

on Adult Education


